Since Vladimir Putin first took office at the beginning of the twentieth--century, many politicians and scholars have called his methods of ruling of Russia into question. This paper seeks to explain the reasons for the actions that Putin has taken while in charge of Russia, particularly in the respect to the claim that he has created an "authoritarian state" similar to the one of the former Soviet Union. In doing so, the paper will analyze three key aspects: Putin's background, institutional background, and securitization. Additionally, the paper will be framed in a context that focuses on the US--Russian relations, and will focus on
Introduction
There is no question in the international theory discourse that there is a delicate relationship between the United States and Russia under the leadership of Vladimir Putin.
Since his first rise to power at the turn of the century, Putin and his rule of Russia have been the focus points for many different field of study from international conflict to Cold War theorists. Nonetheless, there is a general consensus within the varying fields that study Putin that there is tension between the United States and Putin's Russia. The big question is this: why? Unfortunately the question "why" seldom, if every, has a simple answer. Consequently, trying to understand why Putin runs Russia the way he does is not an easy question to answer. Like many other complicated answers, there is no one reason why Putin has applied the methods that he has during his presidencies. Rather, there are a multitude of elements that play into how Russia has functioned since the beginning of the century: Putin's Background, security efforts, and historical context and institutional background. All three of these elements have come together to create the leader and situations that we know today. First, Putin's background is a large player in how the United States and most others view Putin and his control over Russia. Putin comes from a varied background that includes years of service in both the KGB and its successors (Bacon et al) . Furthermore, Putin has been both glamorized and vilified by the media. In recent months, in light of the 2014 Sochi Olympics and the ever--growing tension in the Ukraine, Putin has been the cover of many tongue--in--cheek periodical covers such as the February 1 st issue of the Economist, and the similar cover of that week's New Yorker, or there is also the March 3 rd cover of the sensationalist UK publication, The Sun, who published a bare chested Putin on the front Smolen 3 (see appendix for images).
The second factor at play is the path of securitization efforts the Putin is implementing in Russian politics. Barry Buzan, a main theorist of Securitization states that security is the following: "Security is taken to be about the pursuit of freedom from threat and the ability of states and societies to maintain their independent identity and their functional integrity against forces of change which they see as hostile," ("New Patterns" 432) . This paper will look at the different ways in which Putin has reacted to threats of security and how he has implemented changes that reveal his reactions.
Third is an institutional background that predates Putin's time in office of appointing former security agents into political positions. While there is no doubt in the discourse surrounding Putin and his placement of former intelligence agents into positions of political power, Putin is not the first Russian leader to have done so. This paper will look at regimes that occurred before Putin's and how their practices influenced Putin's. This paper seeks to explain how these three elements, Putin's Background, securitization, and the institutional background, have combined to make the Russia that we are familiar with today. It will focus specifically on how these three elements have affected the US--Russian relationship in the post--Cold War era, particularly the relationship between 2000 and 2005. While the current atmosphere in Russia is one to consider, it will largely remain unaddressed in this paper, as it is larger than the scope of this paper.
Putin's Background
A simple Google search will turn up not only news on Putin and current affairs in
Russia, but also lists of products named after him as well as bizarre media events such as Putin guiding lost cranes home. This so--called cult of personality is troublesome for many,
Smolen 4 both for scholars on the topic and for casual observers. As previously stated, Putin is somewhat of a media star, yet not in the way that many politicians are, but rather as a sort of larger--than--life character who populates the media with bizarre, at least to our western standards, news stories.
Putin is much more in the limelight than many other foreign leaders are.
Throughout the first months of 2014, Putin's image was plastered all over the world, from newspapers, magazines, and even on televisions. Though this was largely due to the Olympics, there is still a larger sense of political fame at play. Should you hop onto any myriad of internet websites, memes will come up linking him to numerous pop culture references, "Putin on a Ritz", for example, to painted, old--timey portraits with the phrase "Haters gonna die". While this may seem like the typical fanfare that happens on the internet, it walks a fine line between activism and being a joke. Putin has been in the spotlight for years, and was even Time Magazine's Person of the Year in 2007, and therefore the internet is not where Putin's legacy ends. Various companies have named their products after Putin, including vodka brands. In fact, he has even had comics made about him, featuring himself and co--leader Dmitry Medvedev.
Additionally, Putin has played into this caricature and in 2010 asked the country of Russia to help him name his new puppy -the ending name was eventually "Buffy."
For those of us who are indeed looking at Putin from a western perspective, it leaves a strange taste in our mouths. While we are certainly used to looking at politicians through mocking lenses, Putin is almost too absurd to mock. His larger--than--life persona has left us western viewers with images of a man who swims with dolphins, hangs out with world renowned martial artist, and yet one which he believe is violating basic human rights.
However, more digging will provide some interesting background information on Not only is Putin commonly thought of as holding exuberant power in present day
Russia, but he was also a player within the Soviet Union. Putin from a very young age had decided that he wanted to be a spy for the Soviet Union, and it was a goal that he ultimately reached (Bacon et al, . Putin served as a low--ranking agent who worked under the KGB in East Germany (Bacon et al, (30) (31) (32) . After the fall of the Soviet Union, Putin was able to secure himself a spot at the head of the FSB --the successor of the KGB (Colton and McFaul 8 (Soldatov and Borgan 86) . However, perhaps the most interesting detail is the fact that the FSB seems to supersede the power levels that the KGB ever had. While, as noted earlier, the KGB were not given much oversight, it still had to obey certain political structures (Soldatov and Borgan 81). The same is not true about the FSB, as it far more secretive and closed off than the KGB ever was (Soldatov and Borgan 81) . They are supposedly behind spying on and sabotaging several journalists and non--governmental organizations functioning with regards to Russia (Soldatov and Borgan 81) . Additionally, it has become one of the largest providers of future state workers (Soldatov and Boragan) . Under Putin's first term the FSB's power was heighted as Putin believed them to be the only government agency he could truly trust (Soldatov and Borgan 81) . This meant that the FSB became the main enforcer of Kremlin rule and the main protectors of the Kremlina role that surpasses the duties of the KGB (Soldatov and Borgan 81) . Additionally, they have been accused intimidating political and scientific communities to force them to stay quiet on specific topics (Soldatov and Borgan 81) . While some people liken this to the KGB, it is actually far more extreme than the KGB was and more closely relates to secret police who protect regimes in middle eastern countries . While there seems to be undeniable proof that Putin has placed an emphasis on security and espionage organizations during his reign, there is some argument on if his own background is responsible for it. While Putin served for over a decade in the KGB, he was never a particularly high--ranking member of the office (Bacon et al 32) . Furthermore,
Putin was the head of the FSB for less than a year before being promoted to Prime Minister (Soldatov and Borgan 85) . This had led scholars to argue that his past is not his motivation for the strengthening of the FSB citing that he does not have enough time experience in the secretive services for it to affect his view on security (Bacon et al 31) . Additionally, there are those who argue that while he worked for the KGB, the majority of his service was spent in other countries, and thus he was never full exposed to the culture of the KGB within Russia (Bacon et al 32) . In other words, even though Putin spent time in both the KGB and FSB, the time was not substantial enough to create a bias towards those organizations.
Institutional background
When looking at Russia's future it's important to also look at what happened immediately after the Cold War. Though Putin has been in control for more than anyone else since the Cold War, there was nearly ten years of history that happened between the end of the war and the Putin's rise to power. Understanding the institutional background is key in being able to fairly analyze the current state, as if you fail to look at the background, you fail to look at the full picture.
Smolen 8 Though, as this paper has mentioned, the KGB was broken up when the Cold War ended, it does not mean that those who had been in the KGB was exiled from society. In fact, many of them were embraced by the new, democratic Russia and found jobs under the leaders that occurred between the fall of Soviet Russia and Putin's presidency (Bacon et al 28) . Yeltsin in particularly gave many former KGB agents places within this offices and cabinets --including Putin himself (Bacon et al 28) . Furthermore, many of these men still hold high--ranking positions in offices, and while this may be true, it's important to remember that these men did not rise to these levels of power under Putin, but rather under his predecessors . This is not to say that Putin has not helped to further the process of securitization within Russia. As Bacon and his colleagues say in their book Securitizing Russia, Putin's work should be seen as an "acceleration as opposed to a continuation," (30). While Putin didn't start the process, he has made in more effective and has brought it to new levels within post--Soviet Russia. According to studies, Yeltsin had anywhere from 11.2 to 17.4 percent of his representatives come from a security background, but in 2003, Putin's level was at 25.1 percent (Bacon et al, 30) .
However, there are some who argue that Putin's placement as Prime Minister was orchestrated by Yeltsin in order to further this trend (Bacon et al, 30) . After Putin winning the presidency it was soon theorized that perhaps there was a reason that Yeltsin has picked Putin to be his Prime Minister and later primed him to be his successor (Bacon et al, 30) . This was fueled by the thought, which ended coming to realization, that Putin would be willing to continue Yeltsin's trend of appointing former security agents (Bacon et al 30) .
What is notable, and viable, about this theory is that Yeltsin's grooming of Putin Furthermore, it is argued that this Yeltsin wanted to create an authoritative Russia and that this is why he picked Putin to be his heir (Bacon et al 30) . It was believed to be a strategic move to further control of the country and return to a more authoritative state than Russia was experiencing (Bacon et al 30) . Criticism was high that it would too much focus was being placed on the military aspects of the country as opposed to the political and civilian aspects of the country and that it marked dangerous territory for Russia to go into it (Bacon et al, 30) .
While some may argue that these fear and assessment were valid, there are still other things to keep in mind when looking at how Putin has continued what Yeltsin started, and it is still important to look at other theories besides authoritarianism. Bacon and his colleagues make the point that while these people came from a security background that doesn't automatically mean that they will have a security bias (30). Additionally, if you prescribe to that point of view than you have to also believe that anyone else from comes from a non--political background will be strictly bias based on whatever other background that they come from.
Securitization
Securitization is a theory on international relations that was created by the Copenhagen School (CS) and focuses on expanding the meaning of security to include
Smolen 10 threats that do not fit into the general security mindset, (Buzan, "Macrosecuritisation…" 254 (Buzan "Rethinking…" 6) . This includes everything from the economy to climate change and often varies from state to state .In addition, the securitization of these non--military features of states has only increased since the end of the Cold War due to the lack of bipolarity in the world's major players (Buzan "Rethinking…" 8) . In other words, after the fall of Soviet Russia, the world returned to a semi--hegemonic power system that allowed states to focus more on non--military aspects of security. Because of the lessened tension between capitalism and communism, state are now focusing on more on their non--military efforts. Additionally, according to CS there are different levels on which securitization can occur and this often predicts how essential and successful a securitization movement will be (Buzan, "Macrosecuritisation…" 255) . Micro securitization refers to small groups and individuals who seek to implement security efforts, though they are rarely successful (Buzan, "Macrosecuritisation…" 255) . At the other end of the scale there is a movement called "system--level" that argues that all of humanity should be a securitization effort ((Buzan, "Macrosecuritisation…" 254) . Between the two sits the middle level which focuses on individual states and nations, and has proven to be the most successful form of securitization to date (Buzan, "Macrosecuritisation…" 255) . Though all three levels of securitization have their place in a dialogue on international studies, the middle level is the most common and the one with the most relevance to this paper. There are several arguments on why the middle level of securitization has been more successful than the micro and system levels. For one, middle level securitization focuses on a large, targeted group. Since middle level is focused on a specific state or group, that specific group that can come together and warrant protection, giving the security efforts validation (Buzan, "Macrosecuritisation…" 255) . As Buzan notes, part of what makes middle level securitization so successful is the notion of "we" being used (Buzan, "Macrosecuritisation…" 255) . By using this word it creates a since of community that gives validation to the security efforts. On the other hand, the micro level is too specific and has a hard time garnering support (Buzan, "Macrosecuritisation…" 255) . System level securitization faces a similar problem, but instead is too broad to invoke a sense of community (Buzan, "Macrosecuritisation…" 255) .
It is important to remember in all of this that power remains a key issue. As securitization focuses on international security as opposed to national security, power is a large issue at stake (Buzan "Rethinking…" 13) . This means that securitization focuses on the nation's role in the international realm as opposed to focusing on events within the nation's boundaries. Since it is about power, it becomes about survival and being able to assert your powers to insure your survival (Buzan "Rethinking…" 13) . Thus, in our post--Cold War society, it has become increasingly important to be able to demonstrate your power in as many ways possible as well as be able to protect that power. This is what leads
Smolen 12 to the view of expanding security. One place that it is easy to see this power balance is when two countries have different views on the same topic of securitization. The Cold War is a great example of this as it was a battle of two competing ideologies to see who had the upper hand (Buzan, "Macrosecuritisation…" 258) . Both the US and USSR had strong feelings about their governance style (capitalism vs. communism), and because of it there was a battle of power between the two nations. However, there are also occurrences where countries can agree on global issue (Buzan, . Overall, securitization is a method of securitizing non--military sectors, while in a rapidly changing post--Cold--war society. While there are proponents for system level securitization to focus on all of humanity, it is far more common for securitization to occur on a state--to--state level. Because of the preponderance of securitization issues varying from state to state it is common for securitization efforts to result in the a power struggle between two different nations
Securitization within Putin's Russia
When looking at Putin's control of Russia, it's not too hard to see how Putin is securitizing the nation that he has ruled for over thirteen years. There have been several changes that have happened under Putin's regime that have affected the nation and particularly its security state. These expand past the expansion and strengthening of the FSB, and can even be seen in the current crisis between Russia and the Ukraine. The first of these is the expansion of Russia's Federal Security Service (FSB), a direct descendant of the KGB. Since he was first appointed the head of the FBS in 1999, the power that the institution has gained could be described as exponential. As has been discussed,
under Putin the FSB has become the largest security agent in Russia, and has been granted large amounts of power with little, if any oversight (Soldatov and Borogan 81) . They are said to have, "…. been granted the role of the new elite, enjoying expanded responsibility and immunity from public oversight or parliamentary control," which as I've noted, is quite different than the policies that the KGB was held to . This aligns with the CS theories on securitization as Putin has placed a large amount of control in the hands of a non--militarized party. While espionage is indeed part of a securitized state and can be part of militarization, the FSB still transcends that concrete military focus. The fact that the FSB has power isn't the only important aspect, however, and it's important to look at why the FSB has been granted so much power and what they are doing with it. Richard Sakwa, an expert in post--Soviet Russia, has asserted that Putin is aiming to once again make Russia a great power (210). While Russia is certainly a key player in the global world today, they are not the empire that they were before the Bolsheviks, nor does it hold the power the USSR held either (Sakwa 210) . Essentially, Russia is at its least powerful point than it has been in nearly three hundred years. Or at least that is how the world perceives it. Furthermore, according to Sakaw, the Russia that emerged after the fall of the Soviet Union was essentially a new country that had never before existed (210).
While Russia may have been at the forefront of the Russian Empire (during imperialist rule) its boundaries stretched far wider than they did today (Sakwa 2010 ). This leaves Putin in a delicate place, and it is indeed something that has been reflected in terms of his expansion of powers, particularly in changes within the FSB. When
Putin changed the FSB uniforms to the color black it held a significant historical purpose, as Putin's Russia is highly politicised, there is a new level of threat, and it is easily arguable that these "extremists" are some of the individual players that take place in securitization.
Furthermore, it would also be easy to argue that Putin is also acting as an individual player as opposed to acting on behalf of the nation.
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When looking at Sakwa's assessment of Putin's Russia, it also easily ties into the currently conflict between Russia and the Ukraine. Historically, the Ukraine has been a part of Russia since the seventeenth century, and both countries share cultural ties and many citizens speak both languages (Simes 44 ). Yet, even when ignoring the long history between Russia and the Ukraine and just looking at the current situation it becomes apparent that the current situation is a power play. For Putin, the key issue is not whether or not to have a democracy or an authoritarian regime, but rather it's about asserting Russia and showing the global community the power that Russia still holds (Bacon et al 6) . While the nineties showed a newly liberated state that was flush with democracy, Putin has brought that state back to a level in which it is developing as its own independent state with its own interests and security issues (Bacon et al, (1) (2) (3) (4) . In other words, Russia is still very much developing as a state, and because of this, Putin is less concerned with what kind of state is than how strong of a state it is.
US-Russian Relationship
Since Putin has came to power there has been a tremendous change in the relationship between Russia and the United States (Simes) . After several years of impending collapse, the Soviet Union formally disbanded on December 26, 1991. Initially, the end of the Cold War was painted as a win for both sides of the conflict; after all, both countries had come together to overthrow communism (Simes 37). But as time progressed, so did the negative relationship between the two countries. Both Presidents
Clinton and George W. Bush have come under fire for mistreating Russia in a time of healing, Bush for not coming to economic aid and Clinton for exploiting Russia's weakness and particularly abusing alcohol in negotiations .
In the 1990s after the fall of the Soviet Union, Russia faced an economic crisis (Tikhomirov 207, 210) . While Russia originally wanted to undergo a reform to increase economic stability, it ended up in a large economic crash that threatened the nation (Tikhomirov 210). While there are many different theories on what caused the crash, there is no doubt that the turn of events had an extreme of effect on Russia and its population.
Between 1990 and 1998 unemployment in the country increased by 19% while the GDP decreased by 57% (Tikhomirov 210). While both of these numbers are large, the decrease in the GDP should generally correlate to the rise in unemployment; in other words, it
should not be nearly three times as much (Tikhomirov 210). This economic crash put the already delicate country in an even more precarious place. Because of this, the United States thought that it could secure Russia as an ally without much work (Simes 37) . Both the Clinton and Bush administrations wanted to secure Russia as a diplomatic partner, yet neither administrations wanted to, nor expected to, put much work or effort into making that a reality (Simes 37). While Clinton and his administration wanted to work closely with Yeltsin and the newly free Russia, they abused the situation to make the relationship they wanted, and not the relationship that was best for both countries involved (Simes 40) . This era was marked with the Clinton administration "feeding policies" to the Russian administration despite resentment from Russian officials (Simes 40).
Putin, however, marked a change in the trend of US abuse of Russia. While serving as Prime Minister, Putin suggested that Russia and the US team together to fight the war on terror, as both countries were struggling with al Qaeda and the Taliban (Simes 42).
However, Clinton and his administration denied the invitation believe that Russia was not in a position to undertake a challenge like that . Additionally, they accused Russia of trying to impose "neoimperialism" and trying to take state back under their wing, while at the same time the US was imposing a sphere of influence over as many former--soviet states as they could (Simes 43) . When the Bush administration took office, they decided that Russia was no longer a priority of the US and distanced itself from the nation (Simes 43) . Though the terrorist attacks on September 11 th helped increase cooperation between the US and Russia, tensions were still high.
All of this has helped contribute to the delicate position that Russia and the United
States stand on today. While Russia once needed the United States support, they have grown past that under the leadership of Putin and therefore Putin does not have to tread on the thin waters that his predecessors had to (Simes 46) . Rather, Putin is free to be skeptical of the US and to function outside of US critique (Simes 47) . Ultimately the US failed to take Putin seriously, yet also lost economic control, and thus lost any remaining was left in a weakened position. Since ascending into office Putin has been responding to the perceived threats. However, these threats are occurring in non--traditional forms and because of this --it appears that Putin is attempting to create an authoritarian regime. However, it is far more likely that Putin is trying to rebuild a strong nation. By responding to any and all perceived threats --traditional or not --Putin is helping to rebuild Russia's perceived power. The more power Russia is perceived to have, the greater of a nation it becomes. Furthermore, the greater the nation becomes the more perceived threats go away.
Smolen 21 Ultimately it comes down to Sakwa's theory of Russia being the weakest it's been in three centuries and securitization. By highly securitizing the country, Putin is able to respond to more threats and help build Russia into the empire that it once was. It is not about power over the country, but rather about becoming and proving a sense of global power.
This can easily be seen in regards to the current conflict between Russia and the Ukraine. If Russia is not the power it once was, what better way to regain a sense of power than by intervening in another country's potential civil war. This not only asserts power over the Ukraine, but it also reminds other nations of the power that Russia has. This is particularly noticeable in the interactions between Putin and high--ranking officials of the United States government. There has been no lack of criticism from the United States government, yet Putin fails to step down. This, again, creates a power--dynamic between two major world players and helps solidify the potential power of Russia. The situation gets a little trickier when looking at the annexation of Crimea, and the possible annexation of Eastern Ukraine. While it may seem like a calculate move by Russia to gain more territory, the fact that Putin was so quick to annex Crimea, a section historically Russian, but remains silent on the rest of Eastern Ukraine is important. In many ways, it supports the accusations of this paper; it shows that Putin is trying to strengthen the power of Russia, it shows a response to perceived threats, and This means that Putin's actions are a departure from the policies of the former Soviet Union as opposed to a continuation of them. While some of the actions may be reminiscent of Soviet practices, it is important to look at why Putin is doing what he is doing. Where the Soviet Union was seeking to hold power over their citizens, Putin is
Smolen 22 looking to assert the power of Russia in the global community.
Conclusion
While the Cold War may have ended, the conflicts between the United States and Russia are far from over. Though there was a period of joy between the two nations when the war first ended, the period was quickly distinguished by past US presidents failing to
give Russia the recognition it deserved. Because of this, there has been a struggle within
Russia to prove that it is indeed a powerful player These feelings are heightened when looking at the last several centuries of Russian history. For the first time in hundreds of years, Russia has become a country that is confined to its own borders.
Before it was what we currently know as Russia --it was the Soviet Union, a set of states. Before it was the Soviet Union --there was several centuries of the Russian Empire --again, a series of states under rule of the Russian Tsar. Ultimately, Russia is it's own state for the first time ever in modern history. Due to this newly formed state and the struggle for recognition from the United States, there has been a push to prove Russia's power by Putin, and this push to prove Russia's power is where we come to the effects of securitization. By trying to prove Russia's power, Putin has securitized the Russian state to better respond to all possible threats. It is no longer about just the military; it is about protect Russia and asserting Russian power in any way possible. Yet, it is still dangerous for us to claim that this makes Putin an authoritarian leader.
Rather, we must analyze the reason why he's asserting power. It is not for personal gain, not to prove that he has power; but rather it is to prove that Russia has power, that Russia is a powerful nation without a league of other states behind it. Putin is seeking to
Smolen 23 strengthen the national image and the international image of Russia.
Overall, it's important to look at the whole picture before assuming an authoritative state. While Putin has increased the number of past security personnel within governmental rankings, he was certainly not the first one. Additionally, there is a strong and troubled background between Russia and the United States that affects feelings and interpretations on both sides. However, when it comes down to it, it is clear that Putin has been acting on a securitizing the state of Russia in order to prove that it is still a powerful state.
